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Abstract
A mechanical assembly is a composition of parts intetconnected to form a stable unitThe

mechaaical assembly sequence pmblem is to fhd a faible, cost-effective sequenci: of
tash to perfonn the assembly. This problem bucecently been recognised as significant hy

the manufacniring industries, since this plan wiU help mechanical designers to analyse the
assembly tasks off-he and justify the cost involved in the pmcess. Homen de Meiio and

Sanderson pmposed the AND/OR p p h notation to Rpresent dl feasibIe assembly
sequences for a given assernbly in one graph and aiso provide an algonthm to genente the
AND/OR graph.

Recently, object-oriented nppmach to software design becornes popular in the cornputer

science community, mainly because of iu advantages over the functional approach
towards software muse and maintenance. nie object-oriented approach asserts that

enhancement and adaptation of the software to the environment are easier to do, cornpartxi
to the huictional approach. In thesis. we have used the object-oriented approach to cede-

sign the ANDIOR graph generation algorithm for assembly sequence genention. This

approach inherits the advantages of the object-orienteci paradigm.

The main contributions of this thesis are the following:
An object-onented version of the assembly sequence algorithm to generate AND/OR
graph notation is given.
This version eiimuiates some of the redundant steps in the fwictional aigocithm.

The object-oriented design described in tbis thesis is easy-to-undersrand, easy-ta-

enhance and inherits the advantages of the objectsriented paradigm.
A forma1 mode1of the objectsriented design is also included in the thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A mechanical assembly is a composition of parts h t e ~ : o ~ e ~tot ef do m a stable unit[lO].

The process of assembling a product consists of severai tasks;each task describes how tu
job two or more subassemblies to form a larger subassembly. This process

starts

with

individual parts and ends with a i i parts joined properiy to form the bai product The
mechanical assembly sequence problem is to 6nd a feasible, cost-effective sequenet! of
tasks to perfonn the assembly. For the purposes of ihis thesis. each ta& in the assernbly

process accepts at most two subassemblies as input. and a part by itself becornes a suhassembly.

The problem of generating a correct and feasible assembly sequence has recently k e n
recognised as significant by the manufaçturing industries. since this plan will help

mechanical designers to analyse the assembly tasks off-line and jusm the cost involvrd
in the process. For example, the dimculty of assembly steps, the need for fixtures. the

potential damage that could occur to the parts during assembly, the occurrence of tao1
chmges and thus the cost of the assembly are all affecteci by the choice of the assemhly

sequence.

Traditionally, the sequence of assembly tasksis decided by a human expert[9]. For exiunple. in a manufacnirllig plant the sequence is planaed by an experienced industriai angineer and in repair work it is planned by a maintenance personnel. However, humans tend

to make mistales. particulatiy with larger assemblies. Thete w i l l dways exist the possihitity that a good assembly sequence has been overlooked. The more complex the product is.

the more possibiüty t&at a good assernbly sequence will be overlookd Hence. it is evi-

dent that a systematic and computerized mechanism is needed to plan the assemhly
sequence. Moreover, automation of this pracess is feasible with the computerized mecha-

nism in place; in addition, this pmcess can be ünlred to other tasks in the industry..

In this thesis, we focus on algorithms to generate all tbe feasible assembly sequences for a
given mechanical product so that a mechanical engineer can pick up û suitable solution
among the alternatives. There is a considerable ciifference between assembling a mechanical product and assembling electronic compoaents on a printed circuit board This thesis is

devoted to the former category and hence is not related to the electronic components
assembly.
A lot of reseacch bas been doue in solving assembly sequence problem. Several methods
have been proposed to generate the assembly sequences from the geomevic descriptions
of the h a 1 product and the components. A brief introduction to some of these meihods is

given below:
Homen de Mello and Saaderson proposed an ANDIOR graph notation to repcesent dl ka-

sible assembly sequences in one graph[9, 101. Each node in the graph represents a suhassembly showing aU of its possible decompositions. thus showing the OR componznt.

Each decomposition shows the ANDing of two subassemblies. The AMD/OR graph in this
case is generated ushg a disassembly process which uses the represeatation of the finai
product as its input. In tbis approach. the pmblern of disassembling a subassembly is

decomposed into two distinct subproblems, each king to disassemble one subassembly.
The key point in this process is to îînd out whether the decomposed subassemblies cm ht:
reassembled by a ~versibledisassembly proces. If so, that particular step of disassemhly

is included in the set of feasible decompositions. The process continues until the whole

assembly is disassembled into individual components. This approach lends itself

to m

ANDIOR graph repmsentation of assembly seque~~~eb].
The whole process is automata-

ble. The AlVDN)R approrh is an industriaüy Juawshil method because of its naturd
decomposition; Le. any design approach uses W D R decomposition inniitively.
De Fazio and Wbitney pmposed a me-

cailed pprce&nce relation gruph[o]. In ihis

approach. each assembly taslr is associated with another task having some precedence
over the ocber. The partial orderhg arnong the pcecedence of the assembly t s k s gives rise
to

a correçt sequence. This approrh accepts the information on parts and the

"user-defineâ" reiations between parts called "liàisons"; it then enurnerates these 1iui.sun.s.

asking two questions: 1) what liaisons m u t be done pnor to doing this Liaison*! 2) what
liaisons must be left to be done aftadoing this iiaison? The whole assembly sequence is

then computed by applying the answers c o k t e d f i the user for the questio~aire.
Perd Pu proposed a method cailed cased-bard search techniques[19]. It solves the

assembly sequence problem by retrieving a solution fmm its case iibrary which is derived
from solving similai.problems in the past and thea adapting the solution to the new pmh-

lem. Each case in the case-buse is a solved assembly problern.
In the first two cases, the establishment of a feasible assembly sequence as weiï as its cor-

rectness are discussed by the respective groups. In addition, both approaches give di kasible assembly sequences for a given set of parts and its 6nd assembly. But the approxh
proposed by De Fazio and Whitney accepts very littie information frorn the user cornpareci
to the AlVDIOR

graph approach. This lads to coasiderab1e problems in automating the

precedcnce relation approach. Another probiem with the precedence rehrion approach is
that its inexpikit representation malces it harde to undersiand and use.

The Ca-based method mainiy depends on the case library. If a case does not exist in the
library, the system creates a aew case and updates its library. Consequentiy, automation of

this approach is ielatively tedious. Moreover, the s i I e of the library detemines the cornplexity of the algorithms used and the efficiency of the application.
Some other approaches have also been reported in the literature[l3,24]M the methods

proposed so fat are functional since they concentrate on the tasks to be perfomied[9.6.
201. Recently. object-oriented approach to softwaredesign becornes popuiar in the compu-

ter science comrnunity, m d y because of its advantages over the folrtional approach
towards software reuse and rnaintenance[2,20]. The formet asserts that enhancement md

adaptation of the software to the environment am easier to do, compared to the funciional
approach. Therefore, it is decided by the author to adapt an objet-oriented approach in

this tbesis to redesign the assembly sequence generation algonthms to gain advantages
such as reuse and enhancement,
Since our purpose is to show the advantages of the object-oriented approach. we do

mit

plan to invent a new algorithm for assembly sequence planning. Rather, we mdesign

Homen de Mello and Saaderson's AND/OR p p h generation aigorithm because of its SV-

eral advantages over other huictionaliapproaches reported in the iïterature. uifomidly. wt:
just*

that the object-oriented model cap-

all properties of the hinctional model and

show how the object-oriented model can be enhanceci to include additionai infornation
such as material and huictionaüty of the components in order to improve the inwernhly

sequence generation algorithm.
In summary, the contributions of this thesis are given below:
An object-oriented version of the assembly sequence algorithm using AND/OR ymph

notation is given in this thesis.

This version elhinates some of the miundant steps in the functional aigorithm at the
cost of introducing redmdaat data infocmation. Details of ihis clah are given in Chapter 5.

The object-onented design described in

this thesis is easy-teunderstand, easy-to-

enhance and inherits the advmtages of the object-onented paradigm.
A formal mode1 of the object-orienteddesign is also included in this thesis.

The organization of the tbesis is as foiiows: Chapter 2 briefly describes the iunctionid
approach given by Homen de Meiio and Saaderson. For more details, readers are rebrred
to 191. Chapter 3 describes in detail the object-oriented design of the ANDIOR generation

algorithm and its forma1 representation. The cornparison between the two approaches iue
given in Chapter 4. The thesis concludes in Chapter 5 with comments on future work.

Chapter 2

-

AND/OR Graph Generation Functional
Approach
In this Chapter, we briefly describe the function approach to generate ANDIOR p p h .
This work wes done by Homem de Mello and Saaderson; more details about ihis approüch

can bÊ found in [9].We choose the method based on ANDIOR graph notation in this thesis
because (i) it is an industrially successful rnethod; (ii) compared to the other methods. the

ANDIOR graph based mediod is easier to automate; and (fi) the method was an intuitive
notion of decomposition based on disassembly approach; such an approach is easier to
understand and miplement.
Hereafter, we use the term "AND/OR graph method" in this Chapter to refer to the func-

tional approach for generating assernbly sequenoes.

2.1 Input to ANDIOR Graph Method
The AND/OR graph method starts with a relational gnph of an assembly which d a c r i k s
the parts and their intercomections making up the assembly.

Fomally, the relational graph of an assembly is a quintuple <P,C,A, R, u-jùnction>
where

P U a set of symbols. each of which uniquely identifies a part in the assembly.
C is a set of symbols. each of which uniquely identifies a contact between exactly two

pans in the assembly.
A is a set of syrnboîs, each of which uniquely identifies an attachent that acts on a çon-

tact. Typicdy, an attachment describes the physical media of the contact, such as @LI:.

screw, etc.
R is a set of symbois, each of which uniquely describes a relationship beiween pairs of
eiements among paris, contacts and attachments. The purpose of defining a mlationship
is to identify the role of entities during an assembly ta& For example, during a screw

assembly, one part serves as an agent king dnven and the others part serves as the tiuge(-

a-jhnctiun is a set of amibute hinctioas. each of which uniquely associates the entities or

relationships to their characteristics. For example. an a-firncîion may r e m the shape of
a part, the location of a part or the type of a contact. An a-fW>ctioncan be moditied to

include any additional information bat is necessary to generate asembly sequenees.

The foilowing assw~lptionsare made with respect to the examples used in this Chapter and

in the r a t of the thesis.

The types of contacts consîdered are: planar-fo- plana^; cyfindricolshof-to-cylin<In-c~~I
hole, polyhedral shajt-to-poCyhe&al M e , and direadcd cylhdrical shafi-to-threc~~ircf
cylindricd hole.

nie type of attachment considemi are glue, clip, pressure $t fitachment, and
attuchment,

scrrw

The types of celationships included are p o w n r o c t rehtionship, target-unuchmenr
relatiomhip and agent-uttachment rrlatiomhip. Part-contact relationship is the relationship between the part and the contact. Every contact m u t bave exactiy two port-contuct
relitionships and every piut must bave at least one part-contact relatiomhip. Turgera#aciunenrj/agent-uttachment rchtionshIp is the relationship between the attachment

and its mgetragent Every attachent must have at l e s t one =et-uttachment

and üt

least one agent-at~achmemtrcladonship.

These classifications can be expandedlmodified without affecthg the algotithms or the
method.

To illustrate, consiâer the example of an assembly whose parts are given in Figure 1;the
corresponding relational graph of the assembly given in Figure 2. This graph shows dl

elements of P, C,A and R from the quintuple. A simpWed view of the relational p p h
showing only the parts and contacts given in Figure 3. Even though this view is mdundmt.
we have included it here because aü the papers by Homende Mello and Sanderson incluk

both versions of the relationai graph. In their tenninology, the simpMed version of the

relational graph is caiied "graph of co~ections".

Figure 1

An assembly with five parts

Figure. 2 The relational graph of the assembly shown in Figure 1

Figure. 3 The graph of co~ectionsof the assembly shown in Figure 1

The elements of the quintuple are:

P = {Pl, P2,P3,P4,PS)

A = {Al, A2, A3, A4, AS)

The a-junctim for lhis assemb1y aie categoiired as follows:

1. The hctions that associate a part to a description of its shape.
2. n i e huictions that associate a contact to its type.

3. nie Eunctions that associate a p h a r contact to the coordinates. with respect to the
assembly's global frame of references, of a vector normal to the planar çontxt.

4. The functions that associate a pl-

contact to its Forward part, which is the part

that the normal to the plane of contact pointhg to the exterior of the part.

5. The hinctions that associate a planar contact to its Back part, whicb is the part that

the nomal to the plane of contact pointing to the interior of the part.
6. The functions bat associate a cylincûical, a slot. or a thread- cyiindrical contact to
its coordinates, with respect to the assembly's global frame of reference. of the

line of the axis of both the hole and the sh&
7. The functions that associate an attachment to its type.
8. nie functions bat associate a ielationship to its type.
9. The functions that associate a part-contact relationship to its piut.

10. The functions that associaie a part-contact relationship to its contact
11. The functions that associate an attachent or a contact in an agent-attachement
relationship.

12. The functions that associate an attachent contact in a target-attachent rela

tionship
13. The fiinctions that awxiate an agent-attachent relationship to its agent
14- The functions ihat associate an target-attachment reiationship to its target

The a-fiuictions are shown in Table 1- Table 4.

TABLE 1.

TABLE 2.

contact

type

Cl
theal
ed,cyl
cal

target-

RI8

attachment
relation-

ship
agentattachment

relatioa-

R 17

TABLE 4.

RIO

part-contact

Pl

c5

RI1
RI2

part-~~~~triict
P3

Cd

Pl

C5

qmr~onta~t

ment

R23

target-atmchmeDt

C4

A4

The relational graph provides a data structue that maintains contact geometry and connectivity Uifomation at one level of representation and completed part geometry at a second level(9). As observed from the set of data, most of the a-functions are meant

tc~

describe an amibute or property of a particuiar entity. In our model. we have simplifieci
these a-fwrctions; derails on these simplifications a ~ described
e
in the next chapter.

2.2 ANDIOR Graph Generation
An AND/OR graph consists of a set nodes conesponding to subassemblies creaad dunng
the assembly pnxess, and a set of hypemcs emanathg Erom each subassembly. Exh

hyperarc shows two subassemblies which are joined to maice up the subassembly undar

consideration (which repIleSents AND). The set of hyperarcs emmating h m a subassembly node shows the possible decompositions of a given subassembly (which represents

OR). DiirUig actual assembly, only one of the possible decompositions is considerai.
Selection of a particular decomposition depends on serval factors such as cost, cool support and other organizational concem. Thiis. an ANDIOR graph represents di possible

assembly decompositions and sequences of assembly task Any path h m the Ieaves (the
separated parts) to the mot (the final assembly) of the ANWOR graph is a valid assemhiy.

2.3 Generation of the Assembly Sequences
In this section. we describe in detail the algonthms of the AMXOR graph method.

Homem de Meiio and Sandeisoa transfonned tbe problem of generating assemhly

sequences to the problem of generating disassembly sequences. The foiiowing assumptions have been made during the generatîon of the ANDIOR graph:

Each disassembly ta& is the reverse of a fwible assembly ta&
Exactly two parts or subassembties are joined at each time.

AU the contacts between two parts or subassemblies are established when these

two

parts or subassemblies are joined.

AU the contacts within the subassemblies stül remah when an assembly is disassemhlrd
into two subassemblies.
A decomposition approach was used to solve the disassembly problem. Every decornpsi-

tion componds to a disassembly tasic. Every reversible disassembly task is then a vdid

assembly task which can be tabulated Each disassembly step creates one decomposition
which is a pair of subassemblies. The decomposition is checked for feasibility(i.a. con-

finning the possibility of a reverse assembly) based on two criteria: task-feasibility and
subassembly-stability criteria. The tapl-feasibility ptedicate is tme if thece exists a
mechanical pmcess to join the two subassemblies. The subassembly-stability pmdicüte is
tme if the parts in each subassembly maintain their relative position and do not break con-

tact sponianeously. nie pmcess continues until the whole assembly is disassembled into

the components.This approach lends itself to an ANWOR graph representation of assembly sequence.

The basic idea of the algorithm is to enumerate a i l possible decompositions first and then
retaining only those that poss the check on feasbility. The ANWOR graph generation is
then to develop the graph to show a i i feasible sequeuces in one graph.

Two procedures were given by Homem de Mello and Sanderson: GET'FEXSIBLE
Before describing these two
-DECOMPOSnON and GElVERAlE-ANDANDORRGRAPHH

procedures, let us start the with the concept of cut-set.

A cur-set describes the possibility of a decompositionin a given assembly. For exampb. in
a

5-parts assembly, a decomposition c m be acbieved by breakhg one or more contacts

resuiting in one 2-part and one 3-part subassembiies. The set of contacts must h<: hroken in

order to generate the decomposition is calîed a cut-set

This algorithm accepts the relational graph as input.
Tt fint geaerates the graph of connection h m the relational graph by c&g

dure GET-GRAPH-OF-CONNECCLION

and then cornputes the

cut-sets

graph. Remember that cut-sets &notes the set of all cut-sets for the graph.

a proce-

from this

For every cut-set in the CU?-sets, a decomposition is generated by caiiing the procedure
Gm~DEcoMPosmolv_
Each decomposition is then subject to the f e b i l i t y iest If feasible, the decomposition
is iacluded in a iist calledfif-&c.

W e now illustrate the algorithm using the example show in Figure 1
Step 1: 'Lbe cut-sets CS is generated

Step 2: For every cut-set in CS, generate its conespondhg decomposition. The List of

decompositions drc thus generated is:

In the above lis&the two sets in each decomposition indicates the parts in each subassembly.

Step 3: For each decomposition in the list dec, exercise the feasibility test by caüing the

procedurefemiibe-test.. The feasibility test will use ail the information about the aswrnhly

given by the users, such as t&

at~ochments,nlationships and a-fwctiolis. As an example.

consider the decomposition{p5){pl, p2, p3. p4). 'Ibis decomposition wiU fail during the
feasibility test for the following neasons: Part pS bas contacts with p2 and p3 via the contacts c2 and c3 respectively. hrro p2 and p3, in hm, are comected tbrough the contact ç7.

From the information such as the axis of aügnment of the hole and shiift in p2 and p3

respectively. it is infermi that c2 and c3 must be made before c7. However. the current
decomposition shows that c7 must be made befon c2 and c3 which is conuadictory.
Therefore, this decomposition does not generate a feasible assembly task.

Homem de Meilo and Sanderson have included a number of procedures in their implementation to automate the feasibility test.most of these procedures cornputes feasihility
based on engineering calculations. In this thesis, we do not include these proceduresInstead, are display the set of information on the screen and let the user decide on the feasibility.

The feasible-test includes taskfasiblites test and subas~ernbly~stubifity
test The automatic generation of AND-ORgraph is based on the assumption that there exists a correct
algorithm for computing these two tests.

Therefore, assasse that we have a correct algorithm for computingfe<rsibIe-test, the resuit
from enumerating the decomposition list which is feasible decomposition List fil-&C will
be:

This algorithm generates the ANWOR graph from the Iist of feasibb decompositions.

Two lise are used in this pmcedm: opefi lis? and closod üst. both pointing to the rrliitioaal graph of the asembly. 'Iae Iist open List stores the subassernblies that are not yet
decomposed and c k d ILn stores the one that are already decomposed. Actuaiiy. this
aigorithm works in conjunction with the decomposition algorithm. In summary.
.For each item in open list. genecate a l l f e b l e decompositions by calhg the proceduce

GET-FEASIBBDECOMPOS~ON.
.Ushg the pointers to the relational p p h by calling the procedure GET'POIIVTS. check

whether each subassembly bas appeared before. If so. ignore the subassemhly. Othrrwise, create a new pointer and insen it into the open Est.

mEach decomposition yields one hyperarc in the =OR

graph.

M o v e the element to the cïosed lis.

.Execute the loop until the open List is empty.
Figure 4 shows the AND-ORgraph for assembly in Figure. 1

Figure 4 ANDIOR graph for the assembly show in Figure 1
20

2.4 Formal Description of ANDIOR Grapb Functional Model
As given in 191. an abstract Eiinctional model of an assembly is represented by a set of

parts and a set of contacts. This model should n0ect the initiai graph of connections of the

assembly. The lssembly prooess is desctibed by a sequence of assembly States, where üt
each assembly state. exactly two subassemblies are joined together- Initiaily, every part

foms a subassembly. At the hal stage. there is d y one subassembly corresponding tc)
the whole assernbIy.
A fonnal mode1 of the ANWOR graph for a given set of parts P=(p,, pz

...-.p,l

is g i w n

below: [9]

Where ei and 0, represent the snbsets of parts Erom which two subassemblies are assembled;

representsthe subassembly which is deriveci fmm Bi and Bi; n ( p ) is the set of

ail subsee of P (powee set of P);Sp represents the set of a l i valid and stable subwsernhlirs
which are indicated by sa (B) and st ( 0 ) respectively; Dp represents the set of dl

mechanically feasible and gwmetRcaily feasible assembly tasks which are represented hy
mf { O , û j ) and &{O,,

9)respectively.

Chapter 3

-

AND/OR Graph Generation Object-Ori-

ented Approach
In this Chapter, we describe the -OR

graph generation using an object-orienttxl

approach. This chapter provides the major contribution of the thesis.

An object-oriented approach to software design is a new way of thinking about prohbms
using models ocganized around real-world concepts. The lindamental construct in ihis

approach is the object, wbich combines both data structure and behaviour in a single
entity[9].

The object-orienteâ appmach concentrates on designhg objects and their individuai

behaviom. The system is represented as a coilection of objects and the system tasks ;ue
perfomed by interactions among these objects. Generaiiy, the designer of an object-ori-

ented system starts by designing the real-world objects f h t and then adds system objects
which support the reaüzation of the real-world objects.
In object-oriented tenninology, a class represents a group of objects with simiiar proparties (attributes). common behaviours (operations), common relatiomhips to other ohjects.

and common semantics[9]. By grouping objects into classes. we can abstract the prohlem.
which is the heart of the object-oriented design.

For the AND/OR gnph generation using the object-oriented approach, we start with class
def'initions, and then descnbe the interactionsamong these classes; an example is given to
show how the ANWOR graph is generated by the object-oriented approach. Fiidy, we

also give the forma1 mode1of an object-oriented design to generate ANDIOR gnphs.
We use the Object-Modelhg Technique (OMT) by Rumbaugh and others to r e p m n t the

design. 0MT supports three views of the system: Object model. dynamic mode1 and Cunc-

tional model nie object model captures the static structure of the system. The ohjeci
model of the proposeci design desdbes the structure of objects in the system - their identities, relationships to other objects and amibutes, and operations in each objrct. The

dynarnic model describes the behaviod aspects of objects individually. The khaviour

of an object is represented using a state transition diagram. Consequently, the dynmic

model consists of a collection of state transition diagnuas. one for =ch class. Th: functional model gives a transfomationai view of the system and is represented by data-flow
diagrams. In our approach. we do not use the dynamic and functional model. Insteûd. we

describe the algorithm using flowcharts.

3.2 Class definition
To start with,we introduce the object-oriented design mode1 for an assembly. The Ohjtxt-

oriented model is expected to be synonymous to the hctional model descrikd in the
Chapter 2 in the foilowing sense:

The model should capture aU the idocmation in the relationai model which is tht: input
of ANDIOR graph generation using the functional appmch.

.The model should genente ANDIOR grapb which is the output of the funciionai

approach.
We start our discussion by modeling individual classes. A class definition should includr: a
structure and behavious, one of them may be empty.

Tbe m a .goal in the design of a

class is to see that a class definition is more or less seIf-descriptive; in other words, ii is
encapsulateci and d d b e s a part of the real-world problem.

W e extract the structure and behaviour of each class definition corn the entities in the
functionai model. The fiinctional model describes five major entities: parts, contacts.
attachments, celationships and a-fiaictiom. The h

t thr;ee can

be modelied as individual

classes since they describe fairly independent and distinct sets of information. A relationship describes the connectivity among parts, contacts and attachments and partly ad&

some information about the nature of the relationship and the role played by each of thesr
entities (such as agent and target). Hence, a relationship can aiso be modeiied as a claus.

The a-funcn'ons in the functional mode1 describe the characteristics of each of these antities. Typicaîly, each function corresponds to an attribute of the entity. Therefore. in our
approach, we do not model them separately; instead. we distribute the information
exaacted from die a-fwictions to the various class definitions as attributes and functions

within the classes.

The details of the individual class definitions foilow:
1. CLASS PART

Each part belonging to the class PART must have a unique identifier and a unique

type. The identifier corresponds to the symbols P l , PZ,..., PN as used in the tunc-

tional model. The shape of a part serves as a reasonable classification of its type
Even though complex shapes are difficuit to express, we do not take into account

the naming of such complex shapes. A part m m have a position. expresseci as a
vator in a gloôal coordinate fiame. Additional Xormation such as the material of
the part cm be included. ln addition, for e~~capsulation
parposes, a part aiso main-

tains inComation about the contacts and relatiomhips in which the p u t is

ùivolved- Even though it is dundant, we need to have at least pointers to the contacts and rdationsbips for easy manipulation of relevant information during AND/
OR graph generation.

The only behavioural aspect of a part interesthg to the cunent probbm is the
movement of the put during the asembly pmess. When a part moves, its position

changes. A move operation could be simple such as translation or rotation, or corn-

plex such as a threaded path movement or screwing. Complex movemsnts c m ht:
modeled as.combinationsof simple translations and rotations. So, we include only

translation and cotation in the behaviourai section of a part

class PART (

data members:
identifier: String

relatedContacts: set of CONTAW,
relakdRelationships: set of REWONSHIP

shape: { planar, cyiindrical, thread-cylindrlcal, polyhedral, compiex }
position: Vectot;
materiai: { ...material name of the PZCL..)
member fbnctions:

void rotate (axis: DIRECT][ON; angle: REAL);

void translate (direDIRECïION; distance: REAL);

1;
2 Class CONTACT

Every contact belonging to the class CONTACT must have a unique identifier and
a unique type. The identifier corresponds to the symbols Cl, C2. ....CN as usrd in

the huictiond rnodeL A contact is defined between exactly two parts; they ;ire
named as front and back parts of the contact (these terminologies are horrciwed
fmm the functional approach). The% are four types of contacts used in Our
approach. They are: planars, cyIind.ca& thn&d-cyIUuirica1 and polyherlruL For
encapsulation purposes, a contact also maintains Sonnation about parts joined hy

the contact, attachments acting on the contact and relationships in which the contact is involved. Another weful smicairal parameter is the area of the contact

which may later be used in mechamical stabiüty and feasibility analysis.

We do not include any operation at pesent in this object, because we do not F r -

form engineering calculation. However, when requiced, operations to this class c m

be added.

Definition:
CLASS CONTACT {

data mernbers:
identifier: String;
type: { planar, cylindrical, threaded-cylindricai*polyhedd)

backward-or-against-part: PART
contactArea: REAL

reIatedAttachments: set of AITACHMENT

re1atedRelationsh.p~:
set of RELN'IONSHIP

3. CLASS AXïACHMENT

Like parts and contacts, each attachment belonging to the class AITACHMENT
must have a unique identifier and a uaique type. We consider the following four

types of attachments: S C M GLUE, CCUP and PRESSU'FZT, This iist c m hr

extended without affecting the atgorîtbms or the model. A attachment has a weight
M t that it can withstand.

Each atrachment acts on only one contact Correspndingiy. a relationship is estahlished between the parts involved in the contact, the contact itself and the attach-

ment,

We do not include any operation at present in this object, because we do not perform engineering calcuiation. However, when required. operatioas to this class c m

be added.

CLASS AITACHMENT (
data rnembers:

identifier: String
type: (GLUE. SCREW. CLIP, PRESSUREFlT)

contactAc~g%:CONTACT
datedRelationsbips: set of RELPi;ITONSHIP
m d e i g h t : REAL

1;
4, CLASS RELN'IONSHIP

Structure:

A relatioaship in this approach is aiways biaPry and is appiied between two çom-

ponents chosen h m obMts of classes PART. CONTACT and AITACHMENT
Every nelatioaship is uniquely identifid by a distinct identifier such as RI, R2. ....

RN as usai in tbe functionai approach. We considet the foilowing types of d a tionships in our appiopcb: pan-contact relcuionship, agent-aîtachment rriutionshij~and target-attachment nhtionship (these names are derived from work done
using the hmctionai appmach). In the class REWONSKIP. we include threr

attributes referring to parts. contacts and attachments on which a relationship is
defined. Since any instance of this class uses exactiy two of thes attributes, the
third attribute is set to NIL. For example. in a pan-contact relationship. the attach-

ment attribute is set to NIL.

We do not include any operation at present in this object, because we do not perform engineering calculation. However,when required. operations to this class c m

be added.

public class RELAITONSHIP {

identifier: String
type: {part-contact, target-attachment, agent-attachment, blocking-pm-attachment}

relatedPart: PART

AgentOrTargetNuae: String

We now consider the

a-fwctiom and their categories descnbed for the functiond

approach in Chapter 2. Below, in Table 5. we illustrate that these categories are already
cap&

by the class defiaitions.

TABLE 5.
I

1

1

a-firaction in category
Caiegary 1

capûnedbyrbecbss
PART

f i ~ g o r y2

CONTACT

Categay 9

PART and R E L A X I O N S ~
CONTACT and RELATION-

,

r

-

.

I

Categœy 10

S
m

So fa. we have captured a i i the input ùiformation h m the relationai model. in addition,

our object-oriented model a h rquiteS other classes in order to generate the ANDIOR
graph. These are described below:
5- CLASS ASSEMBLY

An assembly consists of a set of parts, a set of contacts, a set of attachments ÿnd

relationships among these. 'Ibis is a major c1w in OUT mode1 incorponting the
important fu11ctionalitiesrequired to generate ANDIOR grapb

Given an assembly, one can generate aü its feasible decompositionsand c m gt
ate its correspondhg ANDIOR graph.

As staied earlier. consistency of information among the parts, contacts, nitach-

ments and relationships must be estabüshed. This is described by the function
data-consistency().

AU the parts in an assembly should be co~ectedthrough the contacts. This check
is described by the huiction isCo~ecte&).

Definition:
public class ASSEMBLY (
data members:

parts: set of PART
contacts: set of CONTACT

attachments: set of AITACHMENT

relationships: set of RELKïIONSHIP

andorgraph: ANDûRGRAPH
member functions:

public set-of-DECOMPOSïTIONGen-feasible--daompositionsO
public void GENERATE-AND-OR-GRAPHO;
public boolean data-consistencyo;
public boolean isConnected0;

1
6. CLASS DECOMPOSITION

Structure:

Each decomposition consists of two subassernblies

An important behavioural component of a decomposition is to check its feasihility.

Definition

public class DECOMPOSITïON (
data members:

sub-1: ASSEEMBLY

sub-2: ASSEMBLY

member functions:
public boolean feasible-test();

1
7. CLASS NODE

This clas represents a node in the ANDIOR graph. It corresponds to one suhassembly during the assembly pmess. The possible OR compositions of this suh-

assembly is also hcluded in the node.

Definition:
public class NODE (

data members:
subassem: ASSEMBLY

OR-arcs:set of DECOMPOSITION

8. CLASS ANDORGRAPH

Structure:

An ANDIOR graph consists of set of NODEs.

The two relevant operations for an ANWOR graph are: "odd'to add a node during
the generation of the graph and 'Print'' to print the graph in a nice format

Definition:
CLASS ANDORGRAPH (
data members:

nodes: set of NODE;

void add(node);
void printo;

We do not denile SUBASSFMBLY as a separated class since it perfomis the same functionality and attributes as that of ASSEMBLY; in other words, a SUBASSEMBLY is an

ASSEMBLX Hence. these two terms are used interchangeably. The foUowing shows the
object mode1of these classes (Figure 3.

1

1

CONTACT

identifier
m e
relatecipart
rdat.dcontact
rdatdAttachment
AgenKhfargetName

Figure 5 Object Mode1
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3.3 Interactions among the objects
Having defined the classes, we now show how the objects fmm these classes interact with

each other to generate the ANWOR graph.

The basic idea of generating the ANDMR graph for an assembly is to take the information
of the parts in the assembly, find ail possible decompositions each resuiting in two sets of

comected parts, and then check the feasibility of thesedecompositions. For each decomposition which passes the feasible-test, we must cmte a node in the ANDIOR graph. By
appropriately coanecting each decomposition n d e to its descendants, we will compbtr
the ANDIOR graph-

3.3.1 Generate the Assembly
One of the prime requirements of the AND/OR graph generation method is to ensure consistency of information among the entities. For example. when two parts are joined
together to maice a subassembly, they must have same or compatible shapes. in our model.
we do not provide additional methods for such mechanical compatibility; rather, we

assume that such algorithm could be easily introduced at the implementation Isvel. The
other consistency issue in the object-orientedapproach is due to the redundant information
stored in each class. For example. a part includes the set of contacts in which the pan is
involved while a contact includes the two parts malring up the contact. tt is therefcxt:

required to ensure consistency among these duplicated information.

W e describe these checks in the method data-consistency() which consist of four phases.

-

The Bowcharts shown in Figure 6 9 illustrate these four phases. In al1 the flowcharts in
this thesis, a solid arrow represents data Bow and dash-arrow indicates control flow.
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The next step is to generate the fdble-decompositions for the assembly.
The fiinctional apptozch includes two data stmcnites duriag the generation of feasihle
decompositions: cut-sen and connection-gr+

A connection graph is a simplified ver-

sion of the relational graph input to the assembly sequence generation process and hrnce
can be safely ignored. As observd h m the papa [9],the comection graph is used only
to generate the cut-sets. In om approach, we ignore the cut-sets itseK The justification is

that a cut-set is a temprary data stnichue which is vsed to identify the two subassemhLies

during a decomposition process. W e propose to mode1 "decomposition" as a separate class

which thezefore includes the concept of cut-set.

The generation of feasible decomposition proceeds as follows: Startiag with a cornplately
assembled product, we genenite two assembiies by breaking a set of contacts. in this çontex& we stU follow the notion of a cut-set, but without mentionhg or storing i t Each of

these subassembües is subject to (i) a connectivity test which ensures whether the pans are
geometricaiiy connected, and (fi) to a feasibility test whkh ensures thar the parts çün hr

mechanicallyjoined together to form a stable subassembly.
Figure 10 shows the flowchart of the algorithm Gen-feasible-decompositions0.
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set of parts SI & s2

--

set offeasible

&compositions

I

(

1. meute Plle subassemblies sub-1

and sub-2.

feasible
decomposition

Figure 10

en-feasible-decornPositionso

In Gen-feasible-decompositi011~
method showed above. the ASSEMBLY class intemws
with the following classes:

ASSEMBLY class: the methoâ iSConnected()
*DECOMPOSITIONclass: the method DECOMPOSZîTONO to m a t e a DECOMPOSITON object
DECOMPOSTION ciass: the method fedbIe-tea
Each of these methods am described in detail below:

This algorithm detemines whether or not a given set of parts are connected through

the contacts specified in the assembly. Let Sin be the set of parts under considrr~tion.

The aigorithm starts by selecting a part P in S,, access all the contacts in P and
iacludes di the parts that a~ conaected to P uirough the contacts in another set S,c,,,p.
This process is repeated for every part in SIenp when ali the parts in Srcrnp are malyzed, the algorithm checks whether Sin and SWmpare identical. Kso, it confirms that

the set of parts Si,, are aii connected. Figure 11 illustrates this algorithm thmugh
Bowchart.
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This algorithm represents a consriuclor function. Given two sets of parts, this algo-

rithm constructs an instance of the class DECOMPOSITION (see the class definition
DECOMPOSITION). An instance of DECOMPOSITION nequires two subassembîies.

The information for creathg each subassembly c m be derived fiom the sets of

parts. The est of the aïgorithm is t&iai.

This algorithm detemines whether or not a decomposition is a valid decomposition.

In the context of ANDIOR graph generation process, this refers to checking whether
the reverse of a disassembly process Y feasible. The b c t i o n a l approach uses two çriteria to detemine the feasibiliity: stability of the hvo subassemblies and mechanicd
feasibility of the two subassemblies. The former refers to judging whether each suhassembly is stable by itself and the latter ensures whether there exists a mechanicd
process by which the two subassemblies can be joined together. In our approach, wr

present a i l the information regarding the two subassemblies to the user and let the user
decide the feasibiiity. Hence, we do aot describe this algorithm any further in this the-

sis.
3.3.3 Generate ANWOR Graph
Once the feasible decompositions generated, we con now develop the ANDIOR gnph. As

given in the class ANDORGRAPH, an ANDIOR graph consists of a set of nodes; r x h
node indicaies the subassembly and its aU feasible decompositions. Hence. it is a suaight-

forwd task to generate the graph using the set of decompositions. In the implementation.

the generation of ANDIOR graph is done recnrsively whenever a decomposition is idantified, we dimiss this in detail in the next chapter.

N o w we illustrate the generation of an ANDIOR graph using the example show in Figure

1.
Step 1. Create the assembly object

fmm the set of PART, set of CONTACT, set of

AITACHMENT and the set of RELNïONSHIP,

input:
parts = {Pl, P2,P3,P4,PS)

contacts = {Cl,C2, C3, C4, CS,C6, C7,C8)
attachmnts = (Al,A2, A3, A4, AS)
relationships = {RI,R2,R3,...,R26)

Check consistency of the input âata.
This is done by caiîing the data-consistencyO aigocithm.
Create an assembly object using the constructor function in ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLY: ASSEMBLY(parts, contacts, attachments, reiationships)
STEP 2: Create the feasible decomposition list

Check whether each pair Rpresents a set of connecteci parts. This results in the follow-

hg h t :

Perform feasibility test on each decomposition and delete those which faii the test. The

resulting list after the feasibility test is:

The result is shown in Figure 4.

3.4 Formal description of the Object-Oriented approach
We now discuss the fomal. abstract object-oriented mode1 of an assembly. The notations

used in this section aie listed in AppendR A.

A part is characterizd by a unique part aame and a set of contacts in which the pan is

involved. 1Sitially. this set of contacts wïU be empty and during the assembly process. it
wiii be updated. Fonnally,

Part =PartNume x
Initial:

n

n=0

(Contact)

(Contact)

A contact is characterized by its contact name and the two parts involved in that contact-

Contact = ContactName x PartName x PartName

An assembly is described by a set of parts making up the assembly. This mode1 of assem-

bly coincides with the hinctionai mode1 so that it is easy to compare hem. The set of contacts in the assembly c m be exuacted from

the parts records. Initially, an assembly is

emptY-

Assembly

n
n

=

initial:

(Pur?)

(Part)= 0

A subassembly is an assembly by itself. Therefore, it simply inherits the definition of an

assembly.
Subassembly inherits Assembly
A graph of comection for an assembly consists of a set of parts and a set of contacts.

Graph =

n

(Part) x

n

(Contact)

Having definecl the model. we now establish severai invariant conditions on the model.

These invariant conditions assert the vaiidity of each entity whenever it is created or used.
For example, the invahnt of an assembly assens that the assembly should be stable and
valid (using the sa and of predicates in the fuactional model. Following give the invariant
conditions for the various entities &fined above:

For every contact c witbin a part's record p. the name ofp must be stored in the record of
c. Thh ensures the consistency of information between the contacts and parts.

In a simi-

lar way. for every part name pn in a contact c, the contact c must be stored in the cam-

sponding part's record (whose name ispn).

Vp :Port

Vc :Contact

c

n

(Contact) (p)

PartName ( p ) = PartName ( c )

Vc :contact tfp : Part
cE

n

PartName ( p ) = Partname ( c )

( Contact) ( p )

We also need an additional constra.int asserting that the two parts involved in a contact
must be dflerent, In other words, a concact cannot be established within the same part
Thus:
Vc : Contact 3 ( p l ,pz) :Part * PartName ( p l )= PartName ( c ) A

DortNume (pz)= PartlVrrme ( c )

p, # p z

Every assembly must be stable and vaiid.
V a : Assembly st ( a ) sa (a)

The predicates "st" and "sa" have the same interpmtatiom as in the functional mode1 (La.
stability and validity)
A single part constitutes an assembly (which is, by the previous invariant, valid and s t c

ble). The contacts in that part must be empty.

V p : Part

n

(Contact) ( p ) =

0 a 3 a : Assembly

n

(Part) ( a ) = { p }

A subassembly should respect aU invariants of an assembly. This is vacuously mue hy
the semantics.

The set of parts and the set of contacts in a graph of co~ectionshould be consisant
with each other; in otber words, the set of contacts in the record of every part in a graph

of connection should contain only those contacts whkh are defined within the graph of
connection and nothhg else. SimiIar constraints apply to the set of contact

Vg : Graph

V p :Part p

é

n

Vc :Contact c E

(Part) ( g )

n

*n (Contact) ( p ) c n (Contact) (g)

(Contact) ( c ) a 3p :Part

Partname ( p ) = PartName ( c ) A p é

n

( P u t ) (a)

An assembly process is now de6ned as an operation in (iiobjectaïented terminology. a
behaviour of) Assembly. It typically merges two subassemblies into an assembly, making
ail the contacts between the parts involved Formaüy it is defined as:

Assembly Proces: Assembly x Assernbly ->Assembfy

Le-,it is defined as a hmction taking wo assemblies (or subassembly) and reairning a
composite. If al and a2 are the two operands for the assembly process, then it mturns ii

third assembly a satisfying the foliowing conditions:

The assembly process must be mechanicaiîy feasible and geomeaicaiiy feasiblr:
The set of parts in a must be the union of parts ftom al and al

The set of contacts made during the assembly are derived fiom îhe graph of connzçtions
and the parts' records are upàated accoràingly.

n

(Part) (a) =

n

(Part) ( a l ) u (Part) (a2) A

Let g = Graphfa)in
Vc : Contact c E

Part P l E

n

n

( ~ o n t u c t(g
) )

(Part) ( a1)

(Contact) ( p l ) u {c)

A p2 E

A

n

3pbi,
p,

(Part) (a,)

CICOntuct)

)t

A

n(Contact) ( p l ) +

@)

Chapter 4

Cornparison
In this chapter, we criticaiiy compare the fbnctioaal and the object-oriented approaches for
generating the ANWOR graph.

4.1 The equivalence of the two approaches
Basically. there are two ways to prove the equivalence of the two approaches: (i) For a
given assembly, it can be shown that both the modeis generate the sme set of assembly
sequences. This approach is cailed validation in tems of softwari= engineering terminalogy and it requires a lot of test cases (dinerent assemblies) to convince bat the two mod-

els are equivalent.

The other approach is to prove tbat the two models are

homomorphie; Le., any operation performed on the two models will result in the s m e
state, provided that the state of the two models are identical before perforrning the opera-

tion. The second a p p m h is used here.
We claim that the two models are hmomurphic based on the foliowing facts:

Fust,it is requit4 to show that the object-ociented mode1 has di the structurd information required for the assernbly ta&. In the functional model, each assembly task checks
whethet the subassernblies are stable and valid, and also checks whether the task is

mechanicaily feasible and geometricaliy feasible. These checks use the parts records and

contacts records which are available globally in the huictionai model.

In the object-orieated approoch. the a-jïmctions are l o c b d within the class PART,

CONTACI', AXTACHMENT and RELATIONSHlP and are used whenever they arc:
required- Since parts contain aü the information about those contacts in which the parts

are involved. Access to parts information automatically provide access to those contacts
as weii; contacts contain alî the information about the parts. attachmeats and relationships in which the contacts are involved,

pwsp

to contacts information automaticdly

provide access to those parts, attachments and relationsàips as well. Thus, the glohd
information for an assembly task is distributeci across the classes PART. CONTACT md

AITACHMENT and RELdWONSEZIP which are used when needed. This indicaks that
for every assembly state in the fnnctional mode&one could easily derive the corresponding state in the object-oriented modeL Thejustification for the existence of such a formal

denvation can be found in 1181.

The assembly process is a local operation to the object Assembly (which is also applicable to subassembly through inheritance). During the assembly pmcess, the conditions
such as mechanical feasibility and geomettic feasibility are checked as in the functional

mode. Besides the functional model also ensures that the resulting assembly (or suhassembly) is stable and vaüd. These two constraints are coded as local to the ÿssembly
class which are to be satisfied by every instance of the assembly clms. Thus, ail the four

constraints mentioned in the functionai model are taken care of by the assrrnhly operation in the objectaienteci model.
Thus, every invocation of the assembly process w i l l resuft in the same state as defined in
the functional model, and thus estabüshing the equivalence between the two models.

4.2 Advantages of the our approach mer Homen de Mello and

Sanderson's approach
W e c l a h that the object-orieatedmodel has severai odvantages over the fmctiond mociel.
These advantages am summvized below:

The object-oriented model naturally fits into assembly sequece problem. As one of the
characteristics of object-oriented design. our object-oriented model closely m e mhb s
the reai-world application. For example, the DECOMPOSTION class uicludes two suh-

assemblies which are being created d&g

a decomposition pmcess. Another chwrlcirr-

istic of îhe object-oriented model is that the model provides an abstraction of the red-

world as weli as a mechanisn to implement or to reaiize the abstraction. Thus, the
object-oriented approach fits into the assembly sequence problem because the assemhly

sequence problem deal with physical objects and their interactions,

The object-oriented mode1 provides the flexibility for easy extension and maintenance of
the software derived €mm the m&I. Due to the separation of abstraction and impbmentation, one can change the implementation without aecting die abstraction. For

example, the current implementationof thefemible-test method is interactive, btting the
user to decide the fePsbility, we can automate this process by modQing the code for the
class DECOMPOSlTiON alone. This modification does not require recompilation of

other classes. Due to high information hiding characteristics of the class one c m dso

enhance a class representation without affecithg the rest of the system. As an example.

one can add more information to the class PMI' which might include functionality of
the part in the overail product
Our approach eliminates the d u n d a n t algorithms and data structures in the functionai
modeL The two major data structms elimuiated w CWSET and CONNECTION-

GRAPH.This make the whole systern simpler and easier to understand.

In our approach, we have changed the non-cecursive algorithms. In the functional mode1
to Rcursve algorithms. This make the algorithm easier to understand and eûsier

to

impiement.

4.3 Limitations of the approaches
Both approaches have limitations on the cornputer resources when there are a lot of parts
in the assembly. Lacger assemblies are quite common in the automobile industries.This k

an inherent problem of the ANDIOR graph method itself and not on the appmaches. The

amount of computation involved in genenting a l l mechanical assembly sequences was
assessed by deteminhg the number of decompositions that must be analyzed[9]. This

will dramaticaliy inmase with the number of the parts in the assembly.
As suggested in [9], two stratepies can be applieà to address this problem:

1. Artincially reduce the number of parts by treating subassemblies as single pans.
2. The algorithm generate fewer, hope£'uily the bat, sequences using some heumtics to
guide the generation of assembly sequences Such heuristics should be compatible with
the evaluation fiuiction used to choose among the alternative assembly sequences[9].

Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis. we have used the object-oriented approach to redesip Homen de Meiio and
Sanderson's assembly sequence generation algonthm, also h o w n as ANDIOR graph gen-

eration algorithm. We do not propose a new algonthm; rather, we redesigned the func-

tional mode1 using the object-oriented approach.

In our approach. we tetain dl information contained in Brst four elements of the quintuple

<e. C. A, R a-fwictionm thtough the class definitions P m , CONTACT, LUTACHMENT and RELAïlOFNSHlP! The information capturwi by the a-fbzctions is disuihuted
across the four classes.
In addition, we have introduced four

0th

classes ASSEMBLY, ANDORGRAPH,

DECOMPOSITON and NODE. Among these classes. ASSEMBLY is the major çIüss
incorporatiag the important huictionaiities requiried to generate the AND/OR graph.

We also give a formal model of the object-oriented design in this thesis and establishzd the
equivalence between the object-oriented model and the fimctional model. We claim that

the object-orient& model is easy-to-understand and easy-to-enhance which are typicd
characteristics of the object-oriented paradigm.

5.2 Fu-

work

regard to possible extensiom to this thesis. we propose that the object-orienteci
mode1 c m be strengthened in the following aspects:
1. The mechod isComecte&) in class ASSEMBLY can be optimized. By clever tech-

niques. we could modify this algorithm to d u c e the numôer of accesses to objctcts of

classes PART and CONTACT. Ibe complexity of the aîgorithms in object-oriented
approach generaily depends on the amber of arcesses to individual objects.
2. Thefemible-test() algorithm can be elaborated and partially automated by intmducing

aigorithm to perfonn engineering calcuiations.

3. The nin-tirne efficiency of the Gen-AND/OR-grtaph() method cm be irnproved by alirninating unnecessary and redundant computatio11~~
One way is to check whether the suhassembly is computed before. For example. when we generate the ANDIOR p p h for

subassembly { p l p2 p4)(node B in Figure 4). we found it was computed before (node A),

therefoie there is no need to do m e r computing; we can as weil use the AND/OR graph
from node A.

Appendix A
Forma1 Notations
X =Y x Z

meansXis atype,defiaedas acartesianpmductofY andA I f x ù of typeX. thenY(x)
and Z (x) refer to the tirst and second component ofx respectively.

E

denotes set membership.

0 denotes emptyset

n

denotes subset relationship.

(P) denotes the powerset of

{ p ) denotes singleton sec a set with only one element.
A

denotes logical AND (conjunction).

denotes logicai implication.

f:XxY+Z

meansf is a function whose inputs are of types X and Y and whose output is of type Z.
Vx :X w predicate >

denotes universal quantification; Le., for a l l x of type X, c predicate z is me.

3x :X <predicate,
denote existentid quantification; Le., the= exists at least one x of type X for which <p r d icate > is hue.

Appendix B
ANDIOR graph for the example assembly
The following ANWOR graph is genented by the object-oriented appmacb for the exampie assembly in [9]

Appendix C

Object Mode1 Notation
Class:

Association:

1-

class

ciass

1

Exactiy one

~ a n (zero
y or more)

w

Aggregation (alternate fonn)

Aggregation:
Assembly Class

Assedy class
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